Tell Me More—The Hop-Ground
by Graham Christian

ert Simons introduced this
charming and accessible dance
from the 1794 Preston collection
in his aptly named collection, Kentish Hops; it
commands our attention both as a specimen of
history and a specimen of music. The “hop-ground”
in question is not a dance floor, where hops might
naturally lead to leaping or jum ping, but instead
refers to the cultivation of the bitter-tasting hop
plant. Nowadays we use the words “beer” and “ale”
almost interchangeably, but until the m odern era,
“ale” meant unhopped malt, while“beer” signified
the addition of hops. The hop plant was notably
cultivated in the Low Countries, and at first there
was resistance to malt prepared with hops, with its
overtones of foreignness and Lutheranism . Som e
English traditionalists even distrusted beer as a
cause of melancholy and male impotence, but
brewers and tapsters recognized hops’ mildly
preservative qualities, and hops gained wide
acceptance as a balance to the sweetness of malt by
the seventeenth century. By the late seventeenth
century, it was the basis of a substantial and
immensely profitable industry in Kent, where m ore
than a third of England’s hop crop was produced. In
the late eighteenth century, England’s thirsty
masses began to demand a lighter flavor, and Kent
answered with the famous “Golding” variety.
The dance’s infectious tune is one of the last
of its breed— it is a “round-o,” which by derivation is
an English corruption of the French rondeau or the
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Italian rondo. The French and Italian form s are
obsessive form s that evoke the popular song, with
its verse-chorus structure: the composition returns
again and again to an original theme (AB-A-C-A-D,
and so on); the English variant is a single strain
that returns again and again to its beginning
without harmonic resolution, a kind of musical
ouroboros, the snake that devours its own tail.
Round-Os were very popular in the seventeenth
century— dancers know Ham bleton’s Round-O
best— but had almost entirely fallen out of fashion
by the mid-eighteenth century. This suitably light
and almost giddy dance looks back and forward,
bidding farewell to the last of the English round-os
as it salutes the dernier cri of English agricultural
innovation.
The Hop Ground (Preston 1794)
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First couple set right and left twice to
the second lady and circle left with her.
Repeat with second man.
First couple cross, go below the second
couple improper, second couple moving
up, first couple two hand turn once and
a half (all proper).
First and second couples four changes
of a circular hey.

From Kentish Hops: A Collection of Country Dances Mainly from the 18th & 19th Centuries, collected by A.
(Bert) Simons (Barn Dance Publishing, 1990-1991; used by permission. Book available through the CDSS
Store, www.cdss.org.
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